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ABSTRACT

Context. Near-IR observations of protoplanetary disks provide information about the properties of the inner disk. High resolution
spectra of abundant molecules such as CO can be used to determine the disk structure in the warm inner parts. The v2/v1 ro-vibrational
ratio of v1−0 and v2−1 transitions has been recently observed to follow distinct trends with the CO emitting radius, in a sample of TTauri
and Herbig disks; these trends have been empirically interpreted as due to inner disk depletion from gas and dust.
Aims. In this work we use existing thermo-chemical disk models to explore the interpretation of these observed trends in ro-vibrational
CO emission.
Methods. We use the radiation thermo-chemical code ProDiMo, exploring a set of previously published models with different disk
properties and varying one parameter at a time: the inner radius, the dust-to-gas mass ratio, the gas mass. In addition, we use models
where we change the surface density power law index, and employ a larger set of CO ro-vibrational levels, including also fluorescence
from the first electronic state. We investigate these models for both TTauri and Herbig star disks. Finally, we include a set of DIANA
models for individual TTauri and Herbig disks which were constructed to reproduce a large set of multi-wavelength observations.
Results. This modeling exploration highlights promising parameters to explain the trends observed in ro-vibrational CO emission.
Our models with an increasing inner radius can naturally match the trend observed for TTauris, where the vertical spread in the data
could also be accounted for by different values for dust-to-gas mass ratio and disk gas mass in different disks. Our models match
the CO vibrational ratio observed in Herbig disks only in the case of large inner holes, instead, and cannot produce the low ratios
measured in many disks. The models do produce an inversion in the trend, where v2−1/v1−0 increases instead of decreasing for CO
radii larger than a few au. This is a consequence of the P(4) v2−1 line becoming optically thin and super-thermally excited. In our
models, this does not require invoking UV fluorescence pumping.
Conclusions. Our modeling explorations suggest that the observed decrease of v2−1/v1−0 with CO radius in TTauri disks can be a
consequence of inside-out disk depletion. For the Herbig disks, instead, a more complex inner disk structure may be needed to explain
the observed trends in the excitation of CO emission as a function of emitting radius: disk gaps emptied of dust, partially depleted
in gas and/or possibly a disk structure with inverted surface density profile. These structures need to be further investigated in future
work.
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1. Introduction

Disks around young stars evolve and disperse on timescales of a
few Myr (e.g. Evans et al. 2003; Hernández et al. 2007; Fedele
et al. 2010; Dent et al. 2013). Several processes can drive this
evolution, including disk winds, planet formation, dust growth
and migration, and not all disks necessarily undergo the same
path of evolution (e.g. Alexander et al. 2014; Testi et al. 2014).
When assuming an exponential decrease with time of the dust
mass (e-folding), the expected disk lifetime is around 2-3 Myr
for the inner disk and 4-6 Myr for the outer disk, as inferred from
near- and mid-IR continuum observations (Ribas et al. 2014).
This has been long discussed within clearing scenarios produced
by winds or planet formation (e.g. Owen 2016; Ercolano & Pas-
cucci 2017). Spectral Energy Distributions and recently also in-
terferometry and direct imaging show the presence of inner gaps
and/or holes in protoplanetary disks (see e.g. Espaillat et al.

2014, for a recent observational review). Understanding the na-
ture of these gaps/holes in terms of their dust and gas content is
important in deciphering the underlying process responsible for
the inner disk (<10-30 au) evolution, the main region of planet
formation. Atomic and molecular line profiles can be effectively
used as disk gas depletion indicators, if Mstar and the disk incli-
nation are known. Some transition disks (based on SED classi-
fication) have line detections for CO in the infrared, H2 in the
ultraviolet, or [OI] in the optical; these gas tracers can be used as
important diagnostics for inner disk structure and evolution (e.g.
Salyk et al. 2009; Pontoppidan et al. 2011; Banzatti & Pontoppi-
dan 2015; Simon et al. 2016; Hoadley et al. 2015; Banzatti et al.
2019).

The CO ro-vibrational lines emitting at ∼4.6-5 µm are key
diagnostics of this inner disk region, as they typically need the
warm and dense molecular gas within a few au from the star to be
excited (Brittain et al. 2003; Najita et al. 2003; Blake & Boogert
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2004, e.g.). High spectral resolution line profiles provide infor-
mation on CO excitation and emitting disk radii from the ob-
served gas kinematics (e.g. Brittain et al. 2007; Salyk et al. 2011;
van der Plas et al. 2015; Hein Bertelsen et al. 2014). Recently, a
new analysis of high velocity resolution CO ro-vibrational spec-
tra from a large sample of T Tauri and Herbig disks defined a
temperature-radius (T-R) diagram, by finding distinct trends in
CO excitation as a function of emitting radius (Banzatti & Pon-
toppidan 2015). When emitting from . 1 au, CO lines show a
decreasing vibrational excitation with increasing emitting radius,
which was interpreted as due to IR pumping of CO following the
temperature profile of the local warm dust. When emitting from
& 1 au, instead, CO lines show an inversion in the temperature
profile (that in this work we call upturn), with the vibrational
excitation increasing with disk radius, interpreted as UV fluores-
cence in cold CO gas located beyond an inner disk cavity. This
second trend in the T-R digram, in particular, is populated by CO
spectra observed in Herbig disks, while TTauri disks populate
the first trend. The vibrational CO sequence revealed in the CO
temperature-radius diagram was discussed by Banzatti & Pon-
toppidan (2015) and Banzatti et al. (2017, 2018) in the context
of a gap opening scenario, where CO emission recedes to larger
disk radii together with dust depletion possibly in an inside-out
fashion.

Some recent modeling from Woitke et al. (2016a) with the
code ProDiMo, showed that the line flux from v1−0 R(10) is in-
deed affected by moving the inner radius of disks, and in partic-
ular, due to a combination of line emitting region, and weaker
FUV stellar flux, the rovibrational line flux increases until Rin =
3 au surface area and then it starts to decrease due to loss of
excitation (Fig.19 in Woitke et al. 2016a). They also found dust
properties and disk flaring to affect the line flux of the v1−0 rovi-
brational lines. In a recent work, Bosman et al. (2019) performed
slab modeling and detailed DALI simulations to explain the ro-
vibrational ratios observed towards Herbig star disks published
in Banzatti et al. (2017, 2018), using a CO model molecule with
five vibrational levels, each with 40 rotational states. From their
slab model studies of the CO ro-vibrational lines they concluded
that the vibrational ratios of ∼ 0.2 observed for disks with large
cavities can be reached with high column densities and low tem-
peratures. Their thermo-chemical disk geometries cannot natu-
rally reproduce the ”upturn” observed in the data (Banzatti &
Pontoppidan 2015). However, their exploitation of the parame-
ter space leads them to conclude that high ro-vibrational ratios
(v2/v1 > 0.2) at CO emitting radii larger than 5 au can be pro-
duced using gas-to-dust mass ratios larger than 104. Such high
values can for example be associated with the formation of dust
traps. The CO T-R diagram has been so far analyzed in terms
of the empirical correlations found in the data. In this work, we
have compared (mostly) previously existing models to the CO
sequence measured in the T-R diagram by Banzatti & Pontop-
pidan (2015), with the main goal of testing and improving the
interpretation of the observed trends in CO ro-vibrational emis-
sion.

The approach we follow in this paper is to use previous mod-
els that explored fully devoid disk holes of increasing size (An-
tonellini et al. 2015, 2016), and extract from our models param-
eters that can be compared to the observational analysis from
Banzatti & Pontoppidan (2015). In addition, we include a num-
ber of existing disk models for individual sources taken from the
DIANA project (Kamp et al. 2017; Woitke et al. 2016b). In Sec-
tion 2, we present our modeling and our method of comparison
with the observations. In Section 3, we compare our model pre-
diction with the observations. Finally, in Section 5, we present

our interpretation of the CO rovibrational sequence, and the ob-
served upturn in the ro-vibrational ratio vs RCO trend.

2. Modeling

2.1. Disk model series

The models used for comparison to the data are made with the ra-
diation thermo-chemical code ProDiMo (Woitke et al. 2009). In
particular, we look at the CO ro-vibrational lines predicted from
a series of previously published models for TTauri and Herbig
disks (Table 1) with different inner radii (Rin), disk gas masses
(Mgas, keeping Mdust fixed), dust-to-gas mass ratios (d/g, keeping
Mgas fixed) as described in Antonellini et al. (2015, 2016).

We included two additonal unpublished model series with
different surface density power law index (ε), and four others
with a larger number of rotational, vibrational and electronic
energy levels of CO (Table A.1), needed to test the excitation
mechanism responsible for the observed trends. In addition, we
included six Herbig disk models combining parameters as Mgas
and Rin, dust-to-gas mass ratio and the elemental abundance of
carbon (δC) in order to further test our conclusions. The carbon
abundance is defined as

δX = Log
(

nX

nH

)
+ 12 , (1)

where nX and nH are the densities of the species X and hydro-
gen. In these “combined models" we change two parameters at
the same time with respect to the standard model, in order to in-
vestigate their combined effects on CO emission lines (Table 1,
series 5 and 6).

2.2. Line fluxes

The non-LTE level populations for the CO molecule are derived
from two-dimensional escape probability. Subsequently, the ver-
tical escape line flux is calculated for each transition to explore a
large set of disk models. The standard CO ro-vibrational model
molecule used (hereafter called ”small CO molecule”), include
the first three vibrational levels, and 50 rotational levels for each
vibrational state (Table A.1). A complete description of the CO
ro-vibrational model molecule in ProDiMo can be found in Thi
et al. (2013). Considering that our nominal disk model is inclined
by 30◦ and that CO ro-vibrational lines are emitted from the in-
nermost disk regions with a relevant contribution from the inner
wall, a more detailed radiative transfer is used for the series 1 of
Table 1 to verify our results, as explained in the next paragraph.

Given the complex excitation processes for CO, we also ran
two additional Rin model series including 40 rotational for each
vibrational level and 7 vibrational levels for the ground elec-
tronic state (X1Σ+), hereafter ”Large CO molecule”. In addition,
since CO gets electronically excited from FUV radiation, we ran
the same models, including the first electronic state (A1Π+) also
with 7 vibrational levels each consisting of 40 rotational levels
(”Large CO molecule with fluorescence”). The last series thus
includes fluorescence as additional pumping mechanism for the
excited ro-vibrational levels of CO (Thi et al. 2013). All models,
including the ones with ”small CO molecule”, consider auto-
matically the IR pumping from dust thermal emission and col-
lisional quenching. We calculated a detailed line radiative trans-
fer only for a sub-selection of CO transitions with these larger
CO molecules (Table A.1). These synthetic line profiles were
also used to test our method of extracting the emitting radius for
comparison to the observations, as explained in Section 2.3.
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Table 1: Disk model series used in this study

Series Parameter varied TTauri values Herbig values Other changing parameters
(1) Rin [au] 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0 0.1, 0.365, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, -

15.0, 20.0, 25.0, 30.0
(2) ε -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, -

0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.75 -0.25, 0.0, 1.0, 1.5
(3) Mgas [M�] 0.00001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 0.00001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 d/g
(4) d/g 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0 Mdisk
(5) Rin+Mgas [au, M�] 1.0 & 0.001 (a), 5.0 & 0.001 (b) d/g
(6) d/g+δC 0.1 & 7.08 (c), 0.1 & 6.08 (d), -

1.0 & 7.08 (e), 1.0 & 6.08 (f)

Notes. Bold font numbers are values for the standard model. The only model series that uses the large CO molecule is series 1
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Fig. 1: Plots of the difference between radius definitions and inner radius
((RX − Rin)/Rin)·100. The red crosses are the radius that encloses 50% of
the radially integrated line flux in the models. Green diamonds are taken
from the line half width at half maximum as in Banzatti & Pontoppidan
(2015).

2.3. Model parameters extracted for comparison to the data

From the models, we extract properties of the emission that can
be compared to those extracted from the observations. For the
observations, Banzatti & Pontoppidan (2015) measured the CO
vibrational ratio and emitting radius from stacked lines that are
free from blending with other lines, specifically lines around
P(10) for the v1−0 lines, and lines around P(4) for the v2−1 lines.
From the models, we therefore take the vibrational ratio be-
tween the P(4) v2−1 and P(10) v1−0 model lines. The emitting ra-
dius (RCO) is defined as the distance from the central star where
the radially integrated model line flux reaches 50% of the total
CO v2−1 P(4) v2−1 or P(10) v1−0 line flux, whichever line is the
less radially extended. In order to be consistent in the compari-
son with the observational analysis by Banzatti & Pontoppidan
(2015), in which the narrow line component, where present, has
been separated from the broad component tracing the innermost
disk region, we also reduce the radial integration of the line flux
for the line emitted from the most radially extended region. This
is done integrating the cumulative radial line flux according to
the line with less extended region (either P(4) v2−1 or P(10) v1−0).
We use this simplified approach, since it is very computationally
expensive to produce detailed line profiles for these lines for the

entire grid of models. We tested that the CO radii derived from
the radially integrated flux are similar to those derived from the
line velocity at HWHM (Half Width Half Maximum) as in the
observations. Figure 1 shows the model series (4), using the line
profiles from detailed line RT as explained in Section 2.2, and
illustrates that the maximum deviation between the two defini-
tions of RCO is at most 15%, and typically less than 5%.

2.4. Vertical escape line flux versus detailed radiative
transfer and disk inclination

The results presented from our modelling are based on vertical
escape line fluxes. This approach is conceptually equivalent to a
line flux computation from a face-on disk, and it does not take
into account the effect of the inclination. For our subset of mod-
els with an extended number of CO levels and fluorescence, we
computed detailed radiative transfer for the two ro-vibrational
lines of our study (Fig. 2). The fluxes produced by this computa-
tion are in agreement with the vertical escape fluxes within about
0.5 dex. Major deviations occur only in the models with inter-
mediate sized gaps. The trend followed by the different lines is
very similar, and thus the line ratios will suffer marginally from
the detailed effects of the inclination. This makes our approach
robust and independent from disk inclination. Furthermore, con-
sidering the line ratios instead of the individual flux provides a
proxy for the vibrational temperature of the gas, and given the
close wavelengths of the two transitions, it makes this value in-
dependent from the continuum flux in the near-IR. In the line
emitting regions of the two lines considered here, the gas den-
sity is much lower than the critical density of the line and hence
these two ro-vibrational transitions are in non-LTE (Fig 4). The
need for a non-LTE treatment was already previously found by
e.g. Brittain et al. (2009), Thi et al. (2013), Hein Bertelsen et al.
(2014), and Bosman et al. (2019). In agreement with these stud-
ies, we find that the density in the emitting region is getting far-
ther from the critical density with increasing Rin and so RCO.
Bosman et al. (2019) claim that this is an essential condition to
get a high ro-vibrational ratio in models with larger cavities.

Line fluxes produced from our models are not meant to
match the observed ones, as the IR continuum is not fitted to
actual data of the observed sample Therefore, our models should
not be considered for line flux predictions. The Herbig disk mod-
els do show line fluxes that agree with those typically observed
in Herbig disks (Table 6 of Banzatti et al. 2017). Instead, our
TTauri models produce line fluxes that are ∼1 dex weaker than
those observed. Below, we explain some of the factors that could
reduce this discrepancy.
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Fig. 2: Line fluxes for the v2−1 P(4) transition and the v1−0 P(10) transition, comparing vertical escape flux (star symbols) and detailed line radiative
transfer (circles) for the Rin model series. The left plot is for the TTauri disk case with fluorescence. The right plot is for the Herbig disk case with
fluorescence. The left panel shows the effect of the inclination from the detailed line radiative transfer also for a face on disk (i = 0◦).

The plots with detailed line fluxes are from models with the
fluorescence pumping mechanism included, but we verified that
there is not a significant effect from adding fluorescence or con-
sidering a larger set of energy levels on the line ratios, compared
to the small standard one used in the majority of our models (Ta-
ble A.1).

3. Comparison with observations

In Figure 3, we show our model series from Table 1 to illus-
trate how the individual model parameters affect the observed
CO emission properties. The inner disk radius and the surface
density power law index (series 1 and 2), are the only two param-
eters that we explore here able to change both the line ratio and
the RCO. We find that a variation in gas mass (series 3) produces
a change of the CO ro-vibrational ratio (the ratio is larger for
models with larger Mgas), while the emitting radius RCO is almost
completely unaffected. Similarly, a variation in dust-to-gas mass
ratio (series 4), affects almost exclusively the line ratio (larger
d/g, lower line ratio). The same effect of varying the dust-to-gas
mass ratio and Mgas can be mimicked by changing the elemental
abundance of carbon (Fig. 3, bottom right panel). The sensitivity
of the ro-vibrational ratio to parameters related to disk structure
and composition, suggests that disks around TTauri stars could
have different properties than expected (e.g. lower d/g, lower δC,
higher Mgas

The models with increasing Rin also show that the ro-
vibrational ratio decreases with the CO emitting radius until
∼ 1 au. Beyond this radius, the ratio increases, thus reversing the
trend. This upturn is also seen in the observations when TTauris
and Herbigs are considered together (top left panel of Fig. 1).
In the models, both line fluxes of P(4) v2−1 and P(10) v1−0 first
increase and then drop with increasing the size of the cavity, but
the rate at which it happens is different (see Figure 2).

Our model explorations provide theoretical support to the in-
terpretation in Banzatti & Pontoppidan (2015), that disks with
larger RCO can be explained by ongoing processes of disk evolu-
tion that deplete inner disks from gas, such as inside-out "carv-
ing" in both in gas and dust, or more complex partial depletion of
the two components (i.e. a lower Mgas and/or lower dust mass,
coupled to a small inner disk cavity). Our model series for the

disks around TTauri stars agrees well with the observations at
RCO < 1 au (Fig. 3), showing that the ro-vibrational line ratio
should decrease by about 1.5 dex with increasing cavity size.
The model series predict that at larger radii the line ratio should
increase again. The vertical spread of the data points can be ex-
plained from the combined effect of other parameters, such as
dust-to-gas mass ratio and disk gas mass (Fig. 3 middle right
and left).

When we consider Herbig star disks, the situation becomes
more complicated, and our model series with an inner gap (se-
ries 1) cannot reproduce the observations of targets with low ro-
vibrational ratios. The significant mismatch in the line ratio pre-
dictions of our model series 4 can be as large as '1 dex (top right
panel of Fig. 3). This could be improved considering the com-
bined effect of parameters as discussed previously, by including
the effects of a significant dust enhancement or strong gas de-
pletion (up to 1-2 dex; magenta stars in the bottom right panel
of Fig. 3). This is a clue that the observed inner disks around
Herbig stars may be different from those in TTauri stars. The in-
ner zones are potentially not just empty, but more likely partially
depleted in gas or show an enhanced dust content (keeping the
same gas mass). This could then contribute to producing a lower
CO ro-vibrational ratio. A very similar vertical displacement is
obtained by lowering the carbon abundance (δC) by one dex; we
also considered a change in gas mass combined with this carbon
depletion (yellow squares and red stars in the bottom right panel
of Fig. 3). Additional Herbig disk models varying a combination
of parameters, show that such combinations would produce an
even stronger variation of the ro-vibrational ratio, than expected
from a linear combination of the considered individual parame-
ters. Therefore, a model with Rin =5 au has a ro-vibrational ratio
that is almost one dex lower than the correspondent model with
standard Mgas, while for a model truncated at 1 au, the vertical
shift increases less than a factor three (Figure 3, bottom right
panel).

The models used here have a monolithic disk structure where
the properties (e.g. the g/d ratio) are varied for the whole disk.
This is clearly just an approximation, because Herbig disks of-
ten show gaps and ring structures, i.e. a radial dependence of
dust and gas distributions. However, the CO lines we focus on
are emitted in the inner disk, so that the outer disk structure does
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Fig. 3: Vibrational ratios v2−1/v1−0 versus RCO, comparing observations and models. Observations are separated into TTauri (brown open triangles)
and Herbig (blue open hexagons) disks, and taken from Banzatti & Pontoppidan (2015) and Banzatti et al. (2017). The first two top panels show the
TTauris and Herbigs separated (Series 1), all other panels combine them. The top right panel includes also the effect of parameter combinations;
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(black stars) are numbered according to Table 2. The red hexagon symbol shows the model of Carmona et al. (2014)
.
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not matter for this study. In the inner region, conditions can be-
come quite extreme as a result of disk evolution, justifying e.g.
very high values for the dust-to-gas mass ratio, i.e. very low gas
mass with a ’primordial’ value for the disk dust mass, or vicev-
ersa disk regions entirely depleted in dust. Some evidences for
such extreme disk conditions with dust devoid regions and/or re-
gions with dust content equal to the gas content have been found
from the interpretation of near-IR and submm observations us-
ing disk models (e.g. Carmona et al. 2014, 2017; van der Marel
et al. 2018).

4. Discussion

4.1. Exploring more complex inner disk structures in Herbigs

In Fig. 3 bottom right, we included the line ratio extracted from
disk models for the objects reported in Table 2, which were fit-
ted following the DIANA1 standard (Woitke et al. 2016a). These
objects are a heterogeneous collections of 14 disks (both TTau-
ris and Herbigs, Woitke et al. 2019), which match the multi-
wavelength continuum and the available line fluxes, plus addi-
tional data when available (Dionatos et al. 2019).
In DIANA, disks are modeled with more complex inner
structures than just a monolithic disk (with the exception of
MWC 480 and RECX 15). Several of these disks are consis-
tent with a two zones radial structure, that we labelled as (pre-
)transitional, and some others have inner cavities (disk holes).
We have four objects with line ratios below 0.3 (GM Aur,
LkCa 15, TW Hya, HD 97048), values that our Herbig disk mod-
els are unable to reach (Section 3). Only one of these objects is a
Herbig star disk (HD 97048), and three of them have a large hole
(HD 97048, GM Aur, LkCa 15). However, these models still do
not overlap to the data, in terms of RCO; only TWHya (#9) is
close to the region that we need to populate with Herbig mod-
els, but TWHya is a TTauri. The only Herbig model that falls in
the region left empty by our monolithic models is HD135344B,
from Carmona et al. (2014).

Two interesting targets, both TTauris, have the peculiarity of
having an inverted surface density profile, and one of the two has
the lowest CO vibrational ratio in the DIANA sample (TW Hya).
Disks usually are expected to have a surface density which de-
creases radially according to a power law with exponent ε. How-
ever, in certain objects modeling has been consistent with the
presence of regions in which the surface density increases ra-
dially (DIANA models no. 8 and 9, Fig. 20 and 12 of Woitke
et al. (2019), and HD135344B, red hexagon, from Carmona et al.
(2014) in Fig. 3 bottom right). Following this result, we consid-
ered an additional model series in which we changed the surface
density radial distribution for both TTauri and Herbig star disk
cases (series 2; Fig. 3 bottom left). The line ratio and the emitting
region are not significantly affected by any change of the surface
density radial distribution profile until ε becomes negative (an
inverted surface density profile). For negative values, the line ra-
tio initially drops just below -0.5 for both the TTauri and Herbig
model series, and the emitting region of CO drifts quickly be-
yond the inner radius. The ro-vibrational ratio is affected by less
than 0.5 dex in both TTauri and Herbig star disks, along the ex-
plored dynamic range. This effect partially mimics the series 1.
Hence, a combination of gas depletion, inverted surface density

1 https://dianaproject.wp.st-andrews.ac.uk

index, and/or an inner hole, could in principle explain the obser-
vations with large RCO.

The potential explanations for such an altered disk structure
include the perturbation induced by a Jovian planet in the inner
disk (Tatulli et al. 2011; Lubow & D’Angelo 2006; Varnière et al.
2006). In two Herbig star disks consistent with models that show
inverted surface density profile (HD 135344B, HD 139614), in
the region where the surface density power law index is posi-
tive, the gas column density is partially depleted, and the dust
column density is strongly depleted. This can be a consequence
of the presence of a planet opening a small inner gap (Carmona
et al. 2014, 2017). In our modelling, this is equivalent to a com-
bination of inverted surface density profile and low gas content
(and even stronger dust depletion); this combination of param-
eters would produce a low ro-vibrational ratio as shown in the
bottom right panel of Fig. 3 ALMA observations support the
presence of simultaneous dust and gas depletion in a few disks,
based on emission from 13CO and C18O (van der Marel et al.
2016).

4.2. An alternative explanation for the CO sequence upturn

Considering a larger number of energy levels including electron-
ically excited levels for the CO molecule provides a more com-
plete and realistic description of the excitation processes in the
CO molecule. Our CO lines are computed from detailed non-
LTE level populations. This is important, as the average den-
sity of the disk region from which these lines are emitted is
clearly below the critical density for these transitions (Fig. 4,
the emitting region is here consistently truncated as explained
in Sect. 2.3). Tgas is also decreasing with Rin, to almost level
off beyond 1 au, in agreement with the results of Bosman et al.
(2019). Therefore, CO levels in our models are populated by ’IR
pumping’, due to the thermal emission from the dust. As the
CO molecule absorbs UV radiation in non dissociative electronic
levels, this also affects the population of ro-vibrational states. Thi
et al. (2013) show that this can cause ’UV fluorescence pumping’
of the energy levels. Previous studies for the Herbig star disk of
HD 100546 found fluorescence to increase the line fluxes asso-
ciated to the ro-vibrational transition v2−1 of about a factor two,
while the v1−0 fluxes are unaffected (Hein Bertelsen et al. 2014).
Hot bands from higher vibrational levels are affected up to a dex.
For TTauri disks, the UV pumping seems to play a role only for
the population of very excited vibrational states, as v = 14 of the
ground electronic state (Schindhelm et al. 2012). In this study
we analyze only ro-vibrational lines from the first three vibra-
tional states, v1−0 and v2−1, of the ground electronic state and the
populations appear mostly unaffected by fluorescence in the case
of TTauris, and only moderately affected in the case of Herbigs
(Fig. 3 top left and right panels). In our models, the v2−1/v1−0
ratio is therefore less sensitive to UV fluorescence, while higher
vibrational levels clearly show fluorescence pumping in some
Herbig disks (Brittain et al. 2007; van der Plas et al. 2015).

According to our modeling results, the increase in vibrational
ratio found in Banzatti & Pontoppidan (2015) for large RCO val-
ues in Herbig disks (see Sect. 1) is not attributed to fluorescence
pumping, for both TTauri and Herbig star disks. Our models
show a strong difference in line optical depth for the v2−1 and
v1−0 transitions. While the P(10) v1−0 line is optically thick for all
the inner radii, the P(4) v2−1 line changes from an optically thick
regime in the less truncated models, to an optically thin regime
for disk inner radii of & 1 au, exactly where the upturn happens
in Fig 3. This coincides with a significant drop in line flux of
the v1−0 line. In comparison, the v2−1 line shows a smaller drop
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Table 2: DIANA standard fit targets

Name no. central star disk type Notes fit level
type

CY Tau 1 TTauri disk hole (3.3 au) puffed-up inner disk with higher z/r SED+Lines∗
GM Aur 2 TTauri disk hole (15 au) - SED+Lines∗
LkCa 15 3 TTauri disk hole (30 au) inner disk with higher z/r SED+Lines∗
USco J1604-2130 4 TTauri disk hole (∼ 50 au) huge cavity SED+Lines∗
HD 97048 5 Herbig disk hole (∼ 50 au) huge cavity SED+Lines∗
HD 169142 6 Herbig disk hole (∼ 15 au) puffed-up inner disk SED+Lines∗
BP Tau 7 TTauri (pre-)transitional inner disk with higher z/r SED+Lines∗
DM Tau 8 TTauri (pre-)transitional inverted surface density profile SED+Lines∗

in inner disk; inner disk with higher z/r
TW Hya 9 TTauri (pre-)transitional disk inverted surface density profile in inner disk SED+Lines∗
AB Aur 10 Herbig (pre-)transitional - SED+Lines∗
HD 142666 11 Herbig (pre-)transitional inner disk with higher z/r SED+Lines∗
HD 163296 12 Herbig (pre-)transitional puffed-up inner disk with higher z/r SED+Lines∗

than the inner disk
MWC 480 13 Herbig monolithic disk - SED+Lines∗
RECX 15 14 TTauri monolithic disk Rout = 7.53 au SED+Lines∗

Notes. ∗ Gas line fitting has been done without including CO ro-vibrational lines.

in line flux and even levels off for Rin�1 au. As a consequence
the ro-vibrational ratio increases for large inner radii. The reason
for this is that the v2−1 in the optically thin regime becomes su-
perthermally excited contrary to the v1−0 which is sub-thermally
excited. Such a superthermal population for higher vibrational
levels of CO was already reported by Thi et al. (2013). The lower
volume density of the emitting regions in more truncated disks
(Rin� 1 au), combined with a higher critical density of the v2−1
leads to stronger non-LTE effects. These effects compensate also
the lower gas temperature and lower emitting gas column den-
sity for larger inner radii, leading to an almost constant line flux
for large Rin. A similar process occurs with the variation of the
surface density power law index, producing the slight upturn ob-
served in Fig. 3.

Hence, in our modeling framework, we do not need to invoke
effects of dust depletion or dust traps as suggested by Bosman
et al. (2019) to reproduce the ro-vibrational upturn. Our cavity-
series models describe very well the downward trend in ro-
vibrational ratios with increasing RCO observed towards TTauri
star disks, and they reproduce the upturn in the ro-vibrational ra-
tio for Herbig disks with large inner radii. However, this cavity-
series models fail in matching the very low observed ratios for
Herbig star disks with inner radii around 1 au. In this case, we
have to invoke a more complex disk structure with e.g. a dust-
to-gas mass ratio different from the canonical value, or inverted
surface density profiles. In Table C.1, we compare our model pa-
rameters with the DALI ones. Besides small differences in stel-
lar properties, we find the dust settling prescription as one of the
main differences potentially able to affect the CO ro-vibrational
ratio result obtained by both models. In our models we used the
turbulent settling as described in Dubrulle et al. (1995), and this
affects mainly the outer disk (due to the density dependence).
The parametrized approach enforces settling across the entire
disk structure, thus strongly affecting the continuum opacity in
the upper layers of the inner disk (Antonellini et al. 2017). The
surface density inside 50 au is another significant difference able
to affect the ro-vibrational ratios in between the two models.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we use mostly existing radiation thermal-chemical
models to test the interpretation of trends observed in near-IR
observations of CO ro-vibrational lines in TTauri and Herbig
star disks (Banzatti & Pontoppidan 2015). We consider a se-
ries of models in which only the inner disk radius, surface den-
sity power law index, dust-to-gas mass ratio, gas mass, has been
changed (respectively, series 1, 2, 3 of Table 1). These parame-
ters have been selected as promising to investigate the proposed
explanations for the observed trends between v2/v1 and RCO. Ad-
ditional models with detailed line radiative transfer and a large
number of CO energy levels have been included. We summarize
here the investigated scenarios and our findings:

- Scenario 1: Inner dust- and gas-devoid cavities of in-
creasing size are able to match the decrease in CO vibrational
excitation with increasing radius as observed in disks around
TTauri stars. The same models instead fail to match CO emis-
sion in Herbig disks overall, but can match a few disks that have
large inner cavities (> 10 au).

- Scenario 2: An inverted surface density profile could
also produce the trend for both TTauri and Herbig disks, but
our models suggest that additional factors (e.g. a dust or gas
depletion) should also be combined to try and reproduce the
observed low CO rovibrational ratios.

- Scenario 3: Additional factors to be considered to match
CO emission in Herbig disks include inner cavities that are
only partially depleted from gas or dust. Detailed modeling
of individual Herbig disks seems to favour a dust-depleted
cavity (Carmona et al. 2014, 2017). This is also supported by
observations of CO isotopologues and dust continuum with
ALMA (van der Marel et al. 2016).

The models produce an upturn and the increase of vibrational
ratio with radius, for radii larger than 1 au, without invoking the
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effect of UV fluorescence. As seen in Fig. 2, both line fluxes
decrease until ∼ 1 au, in the case of the v2−1, the decrease stop
and the flux level off. Our models show that the v2−1 transition
becomes optically thin for models truncated beyond 1 au, simul-
taneously, the involved energy levels in the transition get super-
thermally excited, balancing the effect of the line optical depth.
This causes a turning point in the ro-vibrational ratio.

The fact that we can match CO emission in TTauri disks with
the approximation of completely gas- and dust-devoid inner cav-
ities suggests that their evolution is consistent with an inside-out
disk clearing. As an alternative possibility, if we look at DIANA
models of TW Hya and DM Tau, this trend is degenerate with
the existence of a population of transition disks which show an
inverted surface density radial profile, combined with low gas
mass.

For the Herbig star disks, the possibility of more compli-
cated inner structures is supported by the fact that we cannot
reproduce most of the observations by varying a single disk pa-
rameter. The models get closer to the observations if we combine
multiple parameters such as disk inner radius, dust-to-gas mass
ratio, disk gas mass. Alternatively, a combination of an inverted
surface density profile with different content of gas and dust in
disk could also be considered. We also showed that reducing the
carbon abundance can decrease the ro-vibrational ratio by a sim-
ilar factor as found for a higher dust-to-gas mass ratio or for
a lower Mgas. In order to model individual disks in detail, it is
necessary to include additional observations that can help con-
straining the inner disk structure (e.g. interferometry, gas line
profiles), as done in Carmona et al. (2014).

In this work we have explored the effects on the CO ro-
vibrational lines from the inner disk produced by individual and
combined model parameters. More work is needed in the future
to connect the results of this study with physical scenarios of
inner disk evolution (i.e. photoevaporation, planet formation) by
folding in additional observational data such as near- and mid-IR
interferometry, and optical/near-IR emission line profiles.
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Appendix A: CO model molecule

Table A.1 provides an overview of the energy levels used in the
different disk model setups for the CO molecule.

Appendix B: Line emitting regions

Figure B.1 shows detailed information for the P(10) v1−0 and
P(4) v2−1 line from escape probability for three representative
TTauri disk models with Rin =0.1, 1 and 10 au. The three panels
for each case show the optical depth in the respective line and
continuum as a function of radius, the cumulative flux in the line
and the line emitting region (15 and 85% of the radial and ver-
tical line flux respectively) on top of the CO density in the disk
model.

Appendix C: Stellar and disk model parameters

Table C.1 shows the central star properties for our TTauri and
Herbig star models, compared with Bosman et al. (2019) DALI
model parameters. In the same Table, we show the properties of
our disk models that we keep fixed along all the model series.
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Fig. B.1: Zoomed-in line emitting regions from the TTauri models with Rin = 0.1 au for the P(10) v1−0 (top left) and the P(4) v2−1 line (top right).
The middle and bottom rows show the same for the models with Rin =1.0 au and 10 au. In each figure, the top panel shows the continuum optical
depth (black line) and the line optical depth (blue line). The middle panel shows the cumulative line flux from vertical escape probability as a
function of the radial distance from the star. The bottom panel shows the CO density in color scale with the region from which the vertical * radial
integrated flux, amounting then to 49% of the total line flux are emitted, and reported as numbers in the middle slice of each plot
(black contours, 15-85% of the vertical and radial integrated line flux, dashed lines).Article number, page 10 of 11
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Table A.1: Overview of CO ro-vibrational levels included in the model

Electronic state Vibrational level Rotational levels
Small molecule Large molecule Large molecule with fluorescence

v = 0 50 40 40
v = 1 50 40 40
v = 2 50 40 40

X1Σ+ v = 3 50 40 40
v = 4 0 40 40
v = 5 0 40 40
v = 6 0 40 40
v = 0 0 0 40
v = 1 0 0 40
v = 2 0 0 40

A1Π+ v = 3 0 0 40
v = 4 0 0 40
v = 5 0 0 40
v = 6 0 0 40

Table C.1: Overview of the fixed model parameters for the T Tauri and Herbig models

Central star and radiation field parameters
Parameter Symbol Value TTauri Value Herbig DALI, Bosman

et al. (2019)
Photospheric temperature Teff [K] 4400 8600 10000
Stellar mass M∗ [M�] 0.8 2.2 2.5
Stellar luminosity L∗ [L�] 0.7 32 30
FUV excess LUV/L∗ 0.01 - -
UV powerlaw exponent pUV 0.2 - -
X-ray luminosity LX [erg/s] 1030 - -
X-ray minimum energy Emin,X [keV] 0.1 - -
X-ray Temperature TX [K] 107 - -

Disk parameters of the standard model fixed in the series
Parameter Symbol ProDiMo DALI
Radial × vertical grid points Nxx ×Nzz 70 × 70 -
Outer radius Rout [au] 300 500
Minimum dust size amin [µm] 0.05 -
Maximum dust size amax [mm] 1 -
Power law index of the dust size
distribution

apow 3.5 -

Dust composition - Draine
Astrosilicates1

-

Reference radius R0 [au] 50 50
Scale height at reference radius H0 [au] 4.57 5
Scale height power law index β 1.13 1.25
Tapering-off radius Rtaper [au] 200 50
Surface density at R0 Σgas(R0) [g/cm2] 1.0 60.0
Chemical heating efficiency - 0.2 -
Settling description - Dubrulle parametrized
Cosmic ray ionization rate ζCRs [s−1] 1.7×10−17 -
Distance d [pc] 140 150
Turbulence viscosity coefficient αvis 0.05 -
Disk inclination [◦] 30 45

Notes. 1 Draine (2003)
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